Tama is playing games at the arcade. He is excited because he won a free game. He does not notice that all of his friends have left. He looks for his friends and can’t find them. He sees an exit.

“Maybe Hector is waiting outside for me,” he says.
Tama is alone behind the games arcade. He looks into the dark shadows and calls for his friends.

“Hector? Ming? Where are you?” calls Tama.
Ming and Hector are looking for Tama.

“Tama? Tama?” they both call. They are both very worried and not sure what to do.

Hector and Ming find the exit to the back of the arcade. They burst through the door, which locks behind them.

“Come on, let’s go,” Hector says, as he swims off into the shadows to find his young friend. Ming quickly follows Hector.
Tama is cold and afraid in this dark place and feels like crying. Suddenly he hears voices coming from a carnival tent. He peeks inside and sees fish that look like clowns. These fish look friendly, but he is not sure.

Tama stops and listens. He knows something does not feel right.
Inside the tent, Squid is angry and tells the clown fish to get to work. He calls them the ‘Info Gang’ and says they need to trick everyone into giving their personal information. The Info Gang will sell that information to other bad people.

Tama is afraid. He knows he needs to get help, and tell someone what Squid is planning.
But Squid saw Tama and tells the Info Gang to chase after him. Tama screams and runs away! He is very quick.

Tama zooms around a corner and almost runs into Ming, Hector, Ranjeet and Sprat.

“Run!” he yells to his friends as the Info Gang chases them all.
Constable Solosolave protects Hector and his friends. He scares the Info Gang and chases after them. The young friends find their teacher, Miss Finney, and tell her what happened. Hector and his friends know they gave out too much personal information at the carnival. Only Ming was careful with her information!

They all feel better after telling Miss Finney.
The constable and his starfish helpers put Squid into the police paddywagon. He tells the young friends that the Info Gang is now stopped and that most of the personal information has been saved.

Constable Solosolave kindly says, “Remember, the information you put on the internet is there forever. Sometimes you can change it, but not always. So it is important to be careful with your special information.”

Continued in Episode 5.
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